
Chapter9: “The Confederation 

and the Constitution”

1776 – 1790



Evolution not Revolution

■ The American Revolution was not a  

revolution in the sense of total change

■ Did not suddenly change social and  

political framework (unlike revolutions in  

France and Russia)

■ Many people in America did not have to  

change their lives during the war



Evolution not Revolution

■ Changes during the Revolution:

■ 80,000 Loyalists left America, taking a

traditionally conservative group out of

American politics

■ New Patriot elites emerged

■ More egalitarian ideas swept America



A Patriot Attack on a Tory



The Pursuit of of Equality

■ Growth of equality after 1776:
■ “All men are created equal”

■ Most states reduced (but did not eliminate)  
property requirements for voting

■ Ordinary people addressed as “Mr.” or “Mrs.” –
before this had only been used for the upper  
classes

■ Employers called boss instead of master



The Pursuit of of Equality

■ Growth of separation of church and state after  

1776:

■ The Congregational Church was entrenched in  

New England and continued to be established  

(tax-supported)

■ The Anglican Church (associated with the British)  

was reformed as the Episcopal Church and  

disestablished



The Pursuit of of Equality

■ Antislavery after 1776:

■ Quakers founded the first antislavery  

society (1775)

■ The Continental Congress (1774) called for  

the abolition of slavery which most states  

supported

■ Northern states either abolished slavery or  

provided for gradual emancipation



The  

Status of  

Slavery,  

1800



The Pursuit of of Equality

■ Weakness of the drive for equality  

between blacks and whites after 1776:

■ No state south of Pennsylvania abolished  

slavery

■ Laws still discriminated against blacks in  

the North and South

■ Blacks could be barred from buying property,  

holding some jobs, and educating children

■ Laws against interracial marriage were passed



The Pursuit of of Equality

■ Why did the move to abolition not end  

slavery?

■ Because the Founding Fathers chose  

political expediency over idealism

■ They believed a fight over slavery would

have split the nation, preventing a union

from being formed



The Pursuit of of Equality

■ Women’s equality:
■ Some women escaped from traditional roles

■ New Jersey briefly allowed women to vote

■ A few women even dressed as men and fought in the  
Revolution

■ In spite of this, most women continued in  
traditional roles



A Typical Colonial Household



A Woman in Colonial Times  
Teaching Children



A Shaky Start Toward Union

■ Revolution gave Americans  

responsibility for the creation and  

operation of a new government

■ Prospects were not good for creation of  

permanent government



A Shaky Start Toward Union

■ Political difficulties:

■ Difficult to set up a new government

■ Americans suspicious of authority

■ Lack of unity among colonists

■ Conservative Tory influence gone

■ Americans lost common cause of  

Revolution



A Shaky Start Toward Union

■ Economic difficulties:

■ Economic depression hit bottom in 1786

■ British manufacturers flooded American

market with goods, killing new American

industry



A Shaky Start Toward Union

■ Hopeful signs for government:

■ 13 states basically alike in governmental  

structure and had similar constitutions

■ They also had great political leaders



Creating a Confederation

■ From 1776 to 1781 – the colonies considered  
themselves separate and sovereign states

■ Coined their own money, raised their own armies  
and navies, and even passed tariffs on goods from  
other states



Creating a Confederation

■ Articles of Confederation:

■ In 1776 Congress appointed a committee  

to create a new government

■ By 1777 the Articles of Confederation were  

finished

■ The Articles were finally ratified by all 13

states in 1781, only 8 months before the

end of the Revolution



The Articles of

Confederation:

“America’s First Constitution”

■The Articles were loose confederation; a  

“firm league of friendship”

■ Independent states who worked together in  

common problems (like foreign affairs)

■Congress was the primary agency of the  

government

■ No executive branch

■ Judicial arm left to the states



The Articles of

Confederation:
■Weakened Congress under the Articles:

■ Each state had 1 vote; smaller states had same  voice as 

larger states

■ 9 (of 13) states required for passage of bill

■ Amendments to Articles required unanimity

■ Almost impossible, but fortunate – if it had been easier to  
amend them, the US might have stayed with the weak  
Articles instead of replacing them

■ Was purposely made weak; the states had just  won control 

from the British Parliament and did not  want a powerful 

American Parliament



The Articles of

Confederation:
■Two crippling handicaps of Congress:

■ Could not regulate commerce

■ Each state established different and conflicting  

laws regarding tariffs and navigation

■ Could not enforce tax collection

■ Congress passed quotas for each state

■ States could contribute (or not) on a voluntary  

basis

■ Congress was lucky to get 1/4 of its quota per  

year



Weaknesses of the Articles of  

Confederation



Landmarks in Land Laws

■ Congress under the Articles still  

succeeded in passing far-sighted  

legislation

■ Important laws dealt with the Old  

Northwest

■ Northwest of the Ohio River, east of the  

Mississippi River, south of the Great Lakes



The Northwest Territory



Landmarks in Land Laws

■ Land Ordinance of 1785:

■ Land of the Old Northwest was to be sold; money  to go to 

paying off the national debt

■ Land was surveyed and divided into 6 mile square  

townships

■ Contrasted with land south of Ohio River where  chaotic 

settlement, uncertain ownership, and fraud  were common



Statehood achieved in three stages:

1. Congress appointed 3 judges & a governor to govern the 

territory.

2. When population reached 5,000 adult male landowners 

elect territorial legislature.

3. When population reached 60,000  elect delegates to a state 

constitutional convention.

4. Slavery was prohibited 

5. “New” states equal to original 13

Landmarks in Land Laws
■ Northwest Ordinance of 1787:



The United States in 1787



The World’s Ugly Duckling

■ Foreign relations were strained with  

European powers after the Revolution
1. England closed American trade with the West 

Indies

2. Spain controlled mouth of Mississippi; used by US farmers 

to  ship produce overseas; in 1784 Spain closed this river to  

American commerce, threatening the West

3. France demanded repayment of debts from the Revolution

4. France restricted trade with French West Indies  and other

ports



American Posts Held by  
British After 1783



Main  

Centers of  

Spanish  

and British  

Influence  

After 1783



The World’s Ugly Duckling

■ Effect of foreign difficulties:

■ US leaders in favor of a stronger national  

government hoped these humiliations  

would lead to Americans forming a  

stronger government



The Horrid Specter of

Anarchy

■ Economic problems in the mid-1780s:

■ Some states refused to pay any money to  

Congress

■ The public debt was increasing and US  

credit abroad was worsening



The Horrid Specter of

Anarchy

■ Problems between the states:

■ Fighting over boundaries

■ Some states passed tariffs on goods  

imported from other states

■ Some states printed paper currency that  

quickly depreciated because it was not  

backed by gold



The Horrid Specter of

Anarchy

■ Shays’ Rebellion:

■ A 1786 rebellion of poor farmers in western  
Massachusetts

■ Arose because farmers were losing farms  
because of foreclosures and non-payment of 
taxes  

■ Revolutionary War veteran Daniel Shays led the  
debtors



Rebels Led  

by Shays  

on the  

Steps of a  

Courthouse



The Horrid Specter of

Anarchy

■ Massachusetts government’s response to  

Shays’ Rebellion

■ A small army fought  the debtors

■ Several rebels were killed and the movement fell  

apart

■ Shays was condemned to death but later  

pardoned



The Horrid Specter of

Anarchy

■ Effects of Shays’ Rebellion

■ Elites came to fear that the liberty of the  

Revolution was going too far

■ Many among upper classes began thinking about  

a stronger national government as a solution



The Horrid Specter of

Anarchy

■ Many agreed the Articles needed  

strengthening

■ The key question was how to do this while  

protecting states’ rights

■ America could have gotten by with  

amending the Articles



A Convention of

“Demigods”

■ Fighting between states over commerce led  

to a convention

■ 1786 – the Annapolis (Maryland) Convention

■ Called by Virginia to discuss trade issues

■ 9 states sent delegates; only 5 came, so no action  

could be taken because there was not a majority



A Convention of

“Demigods”

■ Congress (under pressure from the  

states) called for a convention in  

Philadelphia

■ “For the sole and express purpose of  

revising” the Articles of Confederation



A Convention of

“Demigods”

■ All states but Rhode Island sent 

delegates

■ Delegates were appointed by state  

legislatures, whose members were elected  

by the voters (who were property holders)



A Convention of

“Demigods”

■ May 25, 1787 – 55 delegates assembled in  

the red-brick statehouse in Philadelphia

■ The small number and secrecy (enforced by  

guards at the door) allowed compromise

■ The delegates were extremely high caliber men

■ Jefferson called them “demigods” (part men, part gods)

■ Most were lawyers; most had experience writing  

constitutions in their own states



The State House in Philadelphia,  
Where the Constitution was Written



A Convention of

“Demigods”

■ George Washington was unanimously elected  president; he lent 

his enormous prestige as  the military leader during the 

Revolution to  the convention

■ Benjamin Franklin (81 years old) was the  oldest member and 

took the role of “elder  statesman”

■ James Madison studied government  extensively; he was 

named “father of the  Constitution” for his important contributions



Washington Addressing  
Constitutional Convention



A Convention of

“Demigods”

■ Most of the radicals from the Revolution were  

not at the convention

■ Thomas Jefferson, John Adams, and Thomas  

Paine were in Europe 

■ Samuel Adams and John Hancock were not  

elected

■ Patrick Henry (a strong supporter of states’ rights)  

refused to attend because he “smelled a rat”



Patriots in Philadelphia

■ Characteristics of the 55 delegates:

■ Conservative and from upper classes: lawyers,  
merchants, shippers, land speculators,  
moneylenders; none represented the poorer  
classes

■ They were young (the average age was only 42),  
but experienced

■ Nationalists who wanted the preservation of the  
US

■ Wanted a strong, respected government to  
protect against problems with foreign  countries 
(especially British trade abuses)



Hammering Out a Bundle of

Compromises

■Most delegates decided almost  

immediately at Philadelphia to scrap 

the  Articles of Confederation instead 

of just  revising them (as they had 

been  instructed to do)



Hammering Out a Bundle of

Compromises

■Virginia Plan (the “large-state plan”)

■ Representation in bicameral (2 houses) Congress  

would be based on population

■New Jersey Plan (the “small-state plan”)

■ Representation in unicameral (1 house) Congress  

would be equal, regardless of size or population  

(as under the Articles)

■Bitter arguments over these 2 plans almost  

broke up the convention



Key Provisions of the Plans



Hammering Out a Bundle of

Compromises

■The Great Compromise:

■ Larger states got proportional (based on  
population) representation in the House of  
Representatives

■ Smaller states got equal representation in  
the Senate



Hammering Out a Bundle of

Compromises

■The president’s powers:

■ Powerful, though legally restrained

■ Could appoint domestic officers and veto  
legislation

■ Had power to wage war, but not power to  
declare war



Hammering Out a Bundle of

Compromises

■Electing the president:
■ Compromise between large and small states

■ Large states had advantage in initial voting
■ Number of electors based on total number of  

representatives and senators

■ Small states had advantage in second round

■ If no candidate got a majority of electoral votes, the  
election was thrown to the House of Representatives,  
where each state would have 1 vote

■ Framers believed this would happen often, but it has only  
happened twice (1800 and 1824)



The  

Framers’  

Plan for the  

Electoral  

College



The United States According to  

Electoral College Votes, 2000



Hammering Out a Bundle of

Compromises

■Sectional divisions over slavery:

■ Should slaves in the South (who could not  

vote) count as a person in apportioning  

direct taxes and representation in the  

House of Representatives?

■ South said “yes”; North said “no”

■ The delegates eventually decided that a

slave counted as 3/5 of a person (this is

known as the Three-Fifths Compromise)



Signing of the Constitution, 1787



Signing of the Constitution, 1787



The Clash of Federalists and

Antifederalists

■Ratifying the Constitution:

■ Amending the Articles required all 13 states’  
approval 

■ Delegates decided that when 9 states had ratified  
the Constitution through specially elected  
conventions, it would be law for those states

■ Appealed directly to the people (who voted for special  
conventions to ratify the Constitution)



The Clash of Federalists and

Antifederalists

■Antifederalists assembled against the  

Constitution:

■ Generally led by prominent men from the  

Revolution (such as Sam Adams, Patrick Henry,  

and Richard Henry Lee)

■ Supporters included states’ rights supporters, the  

poorest classes (small farmers, backcountry  

dwellers), and debtors (who feared a powerful  

central government would force them to pay off  

their debts)

■ Saw the Constitution as a plot by elites to steal  

power from the commoners



The Clash of Federalists and

Antifederalists

■Federalists supported the Constitution:

■ Great leaders like George Washington and  
Benjamin Franklin

■ They were generally wealthier, better  
educated, and better organized

■ Also controlled the press; out of over 100
newspapers in the colonies, only about a
dozen were antifederalist



Ratifying  

the  

Constitution  

of 1787



The Clash of Federalists and

Antifederalists

■Antifederalist attacks on the Constitution:

■ The Constitution was antidemocratic because it  
had been written by elites

■ Sovereignty of the states was taken away

■ Individual rights were threatened (because there  
was no bill of rights)

■ There was no reference to God

■ Questionable ratification procedure (with only 9  
states)



The Great Debate in the

States

■Special elections held in states to ratify  

the Constitution

■ Candidates elected based on their pledges  

for or against Constitution

■4 small states and Pennsylvania ratified  

quickly



The Great Debate in the

States

■Ratification in Massachusetts:

■ Very important because it was the 2nd most  
populous state

■ The convention had an antifederalist majority; it  
looked like the state would not ratify, probably  
dooming the Constitution

■ Federalists guaranteed the first congress would  
pass a bill of rights (a primary demand of the  
antifederalists there)

■ Ratified by a close margin



The Great Debate in the

States

■Maryland, South Carolina, and New  

Hampshire followed Massachusetts

■By June 21, 1788 – 9 states had ratified,  

making the Constitution law for those states

■ However, the Constitution was unlikely to take  

hold as long as the last 4 states (especially New  

York and Virginia) did not ratify



The Four Laggard States

■ Virginia:

■ Strong opposition to Constitution, including  
from Patrick Henry

■ George Washington, James Madison, and  
John Marshall argued for Constitution

■ Agreed to ratification in a close vote when  
New Hampshire ratified, since the  
Constitution was now adopted and Virginia  
could not remain independent



Patrick Henry



The Four Laggard States

■ New York:

■ Strongly antifederalist in the state convention

■ Alexander Hamilton, John Jay, and James  

Madison wrote a series of articles in New York  

newspapers (Federalists Papers)

■ Powerful explanations of how the Constitution would  

work

■ Finally ratified by very close vote to be part of the  

US



An  
Advertisement  

for the  
Federalist



The Four Laggard States

■ North Carolina:

■ Antifederalist convention adjourned without taking  
a vote

■ Rhode Island:
■ Did not even assemble convention

■ Constitution was rejected by popular vote

■ Both these states ratified Constitution after it  
had been in operation

■ The last 4 states ratified not because they  
wanted to, but because they had to in order to  
remain part of the US



Ratification of the Constitution



A Conservative Triumph

■ Constitution conserved the principle of  

republican government

■ All 3 branches (not just the legislature, as  

in the Articles) represented people

■ People governed through their  

representatives, who were limited by  

checks and balances



Separation of Powers


